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Abstract
An ideal I is called an SFT-ideal if there exist a natural number n and a ﬁnitely generated ideal
J ⊆ I such that xn ∈ J for each x ∈ I .An SFT-ring is a ring such that every ideal is an SFT-ideal. For
a commutative ring D, let D((X)) be the power series ring D[[X]] localized at the power series with
unit content ideal. We show that for a Prüfer domain D, all the prime ideals of D((X)) are formally
extended from D if and only if D((X)) is SFT if and only if D is SFT.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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In this paper, all the rings are commutative rings with identity. The dimension of a ring
means the Krull dimension. All the terms and notation are standard as in [11].
An Ideal I is called an SFT-ideal if there exist a natural number n and a ﬁnitely generated
ideal J ⊆ I such that xn ∈ J for each x ∈ I . An SFT-ring is a ring whose every ideal
is an SFT-ideal. For properties about SFT rings the readers are referred to [4,5]. Let D be
a ring. We denote by N the set of power series over D with unit content. Let D((X)) be
D[[X]] localized at N . For an ideal Q of D[[X]] (resp., D((X))), we say that Q is formally
extended from D if Q = P [[X]] (resp., P [[X]]N ) for some ideal P in D. Our goal is to
prove the following result.
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Main Theorem. Let D be a Prüfer domain. Then every prime ideal of D((X)) is formally
extended from D if and only if D is SFT.
A motivation for the Main Theorem is as following. For a domain D, every prime ideal
of D(X) is extended from D if and only if the integral closure of D is a Prüfer domain. In
particular for an integrally closed domainD, every prime ideal ofD(X) is extended fromD
if and only ifD is a Prüfer domain [3]. One of the power series analogues of this result might
be that for a formally integrally closed domain D, every prime ideal of D((X)) is formally
extended from D if and only if D is a Prüfer domain. (Recall that an integral domain D is
formally integrally closed if (Cf Cg)t = (Cfg)t for all f, g ∈ D[[X]], where Cf stands for
the ideal generated by the coefﬁcients of f [1].) However according to [2], for a formally
integrally closed domain D, every prime ideal of D((X)) is formally extended from D if
and only ifD is a Dedekind domain. But every one-dimensional Prüfer domain is a formally
Gaussian and hence formally integrally closed domain [1] while it need not be Dedekind.
Another power series analogue of this result might be that if D is integrally closed, then
every prime ideal ofD((X)) is formally extended fromD if and only ifD is a Prüfer domain.
We do not know whether the “only if” part of this analogue is true, while it will turn out
that the “if” part is not necessarily true [Theorem 15]. However, if the “only if” part of this
analogue is true, we have to restrict to Prüfer domains. There is another reason why we
have to restrict to Prüfer domains. The Main Theorem (the “if” part) is not true without the
condition “Prüfer”:According to Coykendall [9], there exists a one-dimensional quasi-local
SFT domain (D,M) such that dim(D[[X]]) is inﬁnite. In his example, all the prime ideals
in the chain that gives the inﬁnite dimension are contained in M[[X]]. However M[[X]]
is the only prime ideal contained in itself that is formally extended from D. So the “if”
part of the Main Theorem without the condition “Prüfer” fails. Thus we will study within
the class of Prüfer domains when the Spec(D((X))) is formally extended from Spec(D).
In the ﬁnite-dimensional case, the “only if” part of the Main Theorem is true even without
the condition “Prüfer” [Theorem 2]. However, in the inﬁnite-dimensional case, we do not
know if the “only if” part of the Main Theorem still holds without the “Prüfer” condition.
Arnold [4] showed that for a ﬁnite-dimensional SFT Prüfer domain D and a prime ideal
Q of D, every prime ideal of D[[X]] contained in Q[[X]] is of the form P [[X]] for some
prime ideal P of D. The above theorem was inspired by this result.We will extendArnold’s
results to the inﬁnite-dimensional case and establish the validity of the converse.
We start with describing the maximal spectrum of D((X)). For f ∈ D[[X]], we denote
by C(f ) the ideal of D generated by the coefﬁcients of f .
Lemma 1. For every commutative ring D with identity, Max(D((X))) = {M[[X]]N |M
is a maximal ideal of D}.
Proof. Let Q be a prime ideal of D[[X]] not containing any power series with unit content.
We will show that Q is contained in some M[[X]], where M is a maximal ideal of D. Let I
be the union of the C(f ), where f is an element of Q. We will show that I is an ideal of D.
It sufﬁces to show thatC(f )+C(g) ⊆ I for every f , g inQ. Let f =a0+a1X+· · ·+akXk
and g=b0+b1X+· · ·+bmXm. Let a, b be inC(f ),C(g) respectively. Then a, b are ﬁnite
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linear combinations of coefﬁcients of f , g, say a =∑ni=0 n−iai and, b =
∑n
i=0 n−ibi ,
where i , i ∈ D. Leth=
∑n
i=0 iXi andh′=
∑n
i=0 iXi . Then, a, b are thenth coefﬁcients
of hf , h′g respectively. Now a + b is the nth coefﬁcient of hf + h′g and hence a + b ∈ I .
So I is closed under addition. 
We show that the “only if” part of the Main Theorem is true without the “Prüfer”
condition.
Theorem 2. Let D be a ﬁnite-dimensioned ring. If every prime ideal of D((X)) is formally
extended from D, then D is an SFT ring.
Proof. Suppose that D is not an SFT ring. Then for some maximal ideal M of D, there sit
insideM[[X]] inﬁnitely many prime ideals [5]. However, there are only ﬁnitely many prime
ideals inside M[[X]] that are formally extended from D since D is ﬁnite-dimensional. 
Aswasmentioned earlier, note that in the ﬁnite-dimensional case, the “if” part of theMain
Theorem is known. Arnold [4] showed that for a ﬁnite-dimensional Prüfer domain D and a
prime ideal P of D, every prime ideal Q contained in P [[X]] is formally extended from D,
i.e., Q is A[[X]] for some prime ideal A of D. For the inﬁnite-dimensional case, we have to
use the following unpublished result by Kang-Park [12], which is the inﬁnite-dimensional
analogue of Arnold’s result [4, Proposition 3.5].
Lemma 3 (Kang and Park [12]). For an SFT Prüfer domain D and a height-1 prime ideal
P of D, P [[X]] has height 1.
Proof of the “if part” of the Main Theorem. Lemma 3 with the same argument as in [4,
Corollary 3.6] shows that for any SFT Prüfer domainD and prime idealP ofD, every prime
ideal Q contained in P [[X]] is formally extended from D, i.e., Q is A[[X]] for some prime
ideal A of D. In view of Lemma 1, this is all we need to show.
Thus the “if” part of the Main Theorem is completed. Now we will attack the “only if”
part.
First we will do the local case. In the case where our Prüfer domain is a valuation domain,
we will use the notation “V ” for the convenience of the reader. Let P be a prime ideal of V .
In some cases PV[[X]] is a prime ideal, for example, in the case when rankV = 1 [7] and
in the case where rankV<∞ and every prime ideal is idempotent [10]. In the next result,
we show that PV[[X]] is a prime ideal under more general conditions.
Lemma 4. Let V be a valuation domain and P be an idempotent prime ideal of V. Then
PV[[X]] is a prime ideal of V [[X]].
Proof. Case 1:Assume that there is a prime idealQ just belowP . ThenQ[[X]] is contained
in PV[[X]]. Passing to the valuation domain V ′ = V/Q, we may assume that htP = 1 and
P 2 = P . In A= VP , P(VP [[X]]) is a prime ideal by [7]. We will show that P(VP [[X]])=
PV[[X]]. This can be seen as follows. Note that PP = P since V is a valuation domain
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Now P(VP [[X]])=P 2(VP [[X]])=P(PVP [[X]]) ⊆ PV[[X]]. So P(VP [[X]])=PV[[X]].
Thus PV[[X]] is a prime ideal of V [[X]].
Case 2: Assume that there is no prime ideal just below P . Then P is the union of prime
ideals properly contained in P . Let fg ∈ PV[[X]]. Then fg ∈ PV[[X]] for some p in
P . Choose a prime ideal B properly sitting inside P and containing p. Then from that
fg ∈ B[[X]], we get f or g is in B[[X]]. Choose a ∈ P \B. Then B[[X]] ⊆ aV[[X]]. So
f or g is in aV[[X]] and hence in PV[[X]]. Thus PV[[X]] is a prime ideal of V [[X]]. 
Corollary 5. For a valuation domain V with maximal ideal M, MV[[X]] is a prime ideal.
Proof. Note that a non-idempotent maximal ideal is a principal ideal. 
Now we are ready for the local case of the Main Theorem.
Proof for the local case of the Main Theorem. Let V be a valuation domain such that
every prime ideal of V ((X)) is formally extended from V . We will show that
√
PV[[X]] =
P [[X]] for every prime ideal P of V . Then [5, Theorem 1] will imply that V is SFT. Let
P be a prime ideal of V . If P 2 = P , then by Lemma 4, PV[[X]] is a prime ideal of V [[X]]
and hence PV[X]] = P [[X]]. If P is not idempotent, then P is an SFT ideal since V is a
valuation domain. So
√
PV[[X]] = P [[X]]. Thus in either case, √PV[[X]] = P [[X]].
However, for a non-idempotent prime ideal P , PV[[X]] need not be a prime ideal as we
shall see in the next result.
Proposition 6. Let V be an SFT valuation domain. Then PV[[X]] is a prime ideal for each
prime ideal P if and only if dim V = 1.
Proof. (⇒) Let P be a nonzero prime ideal of V . Then P is not idempotent since V is
SFT. Choose an element a in P but not in P 2. Then (P [[X]])2 is in aV[[X]], and hence
in PV[[X]]. From this, we get P [[X]] = PV[[X]] for every prime ideal P of V . By the
Arnold–Gilmer–Heinzer Theorem [8, Theorem 22], V is Noetherian, and hence dim V =1.
(⇐) The proof is immediate. 
Thus for an SFT valuation domain V with Krull-dimension bigger than 1, there exists a
prime ideal P such that PV[[X]] is not a prime ideal. In fact, for a ﬁnite-dimensional SFT
ring V , PV[[X]] is a prime ideal if and only if P = (0) or P is the maximal ideal of V . See
Proposition 8.
Thus for a non-idempotent prime ideal P of V , PV[[X]] need not be a prime ideal.
Temporarily we digress from the main theme and investigate when PV[[X]] is a prime
ideal. We give such a criterion. Note that for a non-idempotent prime ideal P , PV[[X]] is a
prime ideal if and only if PV[[X]] = P [[X]].
Proposition 7. Let V be a valuation domain and P be a prime ideal of V. Then the following
statements are equivalent.
(1) PV[[X]] = P [[X]].
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(2) Either P is a principal ideal or P is not countably generated. If P is non-idempotent,
then the above statements are equivalent to each of
(3) Either P is a maximal ideal or P is not countably generated.
(4) PV[[X]] is a prime ideal.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). Suppose P [[X]] = PV[[X]] and P is countably generated and let
{a0, a1, . . . , an, . . .} be a generating set of P . By the assumption, {a0, a1, . . . , an, . . .} ⊆
(am) for some am and hence P = (am) is a principal ideal.
(2) ⇒ (1). Suppose P is not countably generated and let {a0, a1, . . . , an, . . .} be a
countable subset of P . Choose p in P \(a0, a1, . . . , an, . . .), which is a nonempty set.
Then {a0, a1, . . . , an, . . .} is in pV.
Now we assume that P is non-idempotent.
(1) ⇒ (4). This implication is trivial.
(4) ⇒ (1). Choose an element p ∈ P \P 2. We have (P [[X]])2 ⊆ P 2[[X]] ⊆ pV[[X]] ⊆
PV[[X]], which is a prime ideal by the assumption. So P [[X]] ⊆ PV[[X]], and hence
P [[X]] = PV[[X]].
(2) ⇒ (3). Note that every nonzero principal prime ideal P of a valuation domain V is
a maximal ideal: Let Q be the prime ideal just below P . Then every prime ideal of V/Q
contains a prime element, whence V/Q is a UFD and so a PID. From this, it immediately
follows that P is a maximal ideal of V .
(3) ⇒ (2). Let P be a maximal ideal of V and Q be the prime ideal just below P . Since
P 2 	= P , P/Q is a principal ideal of V/Q and hence P is a principal ideal of V . 
We will show that non-maximal (and hence non-principal) non-idempotent prime ideals
of a valuation domain that are not countably generated exist and for such P , we should have
P [[X]] = PV[[X]].
Let V be a non-SFT valuation domain. Then according to [8, Theorem 22], for some
prime ideal P , we should have P [[X]] 	= PV[[X]] and hence by Proposition 7, some
non-principal prime ideal of V is countably generated. In fact, in some cases, for every
non-maximal prime ideal P 	= (0), we have P [[X]] 	= PV[[X]] as is shown in the next
result.
Proposition 8. Let V be a ﬁnite-dimensional SFT valuation domain and P be a non-
idempotent prime ideal of V. Then PV[[X]] is a prime ideal of V [[X]] if and only if P
is a maximal ideal.
Proof. For a ﬁnite-dimensional SFT valuation domain, the value group G of V is the direct
sum of ﬁnitely many copies of Z [9, Ex 22, p. 205]. It is easy to see that every prime ideal P
is countably generated, and hence if P is not the maximal ideal, then P [[X]] 	= PV[[X]].
For otherwise P is a nonzero principal ideal and hence P is a maximal ideal, contrary to
the assumption. So PV[[X]] is not a prime ideal. The maximal ideal M of V is principal
and hence M[[X]] = MV[[X]] is a prime ideal. 
For an inﬁnite-dimensional SFT valuation domain, the above proposition does not hold.
We will give a nonzero non-maximal prime ideal P such that P [[X]] = PV[[X]]
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Example 1. We give an example of an SFT valuation domain V with a prime ideal P that
is not countably generated.
Let  be the ﬁrst uncountable ordinal with the reserved order.  has the property that for
any countable collection C of elements of , there always exists an element of  smaller
than all the elements of C.  has also the property that any nonempty subset S of  has
a maximal element in S. Let {1} ∪  be endowed with the total order deﬁned in the way
that 1 is smaller than every element of . Any initial segment  of {1} ∪  is of the form
{1} or {1} ∪ {x|x ∈  and x} where  ∈ . Let G be the weak lexicographic sum
⊕{1}∪Z=Z⊕ (⊕Z) and let V be a valuation domain with the value group G. Each prime
ideal of V is not idempotent: if P is the prime ideal corresponding to the setG+\H, where
= {1} ∪ {x|x ∈  and x} and H is the set of elements of G vanishing on , then the
element (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) ofG+\H, where 1 appears as the th component, is not the
sum of two elements ofG+\H. For the case={1}, we take the element (1, 0, . . . , 0) and
apply the same argument to see that P is not idempotent. So V is SFT. Let P be the prime
ideal corresponding to the set G+\H, where  = {1}. We claim that P is not countably
generated. Suppose not and let {pn|n ∈ Z} be a countable generating set of P . Let S be
the support of the values of {pn|n ∈ Z}. Clearly S 	= {1} since P is not a principal ideal.
Since S\{1} is a nonempty countable subset of , we can choose an element  of  so
that  is smaller that every element of S\{1}. Consider an element b of P with the value
(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1, 0, . . . , 0), where −1 appears as the th component. Then b is not in the
ideal generated by {pn|n ∈ Z} since the value v(b) is smaller than all the values v(pn) of
{pn|n ∈ Z} (note that v(pn)= (1, 0, . . . , 0, ∗, ∗, ∗, . . .)). It is clear that P is not a maximal
ideal since it is not a principal ideal.
For a non-SFT valuation domain, Proposition 8 need not hold. We give an example. We
will construct V so that P is non-idempotent, countably generated, and non-principal. Then
PV[[X]] is not a prime ideal by Proposition 7.
Example 2. We give an example of a valuation domain such that each non-idempotent
prime ideal is countably generated.
In the example we will give, all the prime ideals are countably generated. LetG=⊕RZ be
aweak lexicographic sum.The convex subgroups ofG are of the formH, which is the set of
all elements ofG vanishing on, where is an initial segment of R [11, Ex.5, p. 220] since
there is no nonzero proper convex subgroupofZ.An initial segment is of the form (−∞, )
or (−∞, ]. Let V be a valuation domain with value groupG. Let P be the prime ideal of V
corresponding to the set G+\H. Then P is non-idempotent if and only if  is of the form
(−∞, ]. Let P be the non-idempotent prime ideal corresponding to G+\⊕(,∞)Z :=
G+\H(−∞,]. The element x with value (. . . , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, . . .), where 1 is the th-
component, is not contained in P 2. Let S = {(. . . , 0, 0, 0, 1, n, 0, 0, 0, . . .)|1 occurs at the
th-component and n ∈ Z}. Every element y in P , whose value v(y) has nonzero element
before , has the value bigger than or equal to that of x, which is (. . . , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, . . .).
Let y be an element of P other than x. If  is the smallest element in the support of v(y),
then there are two cases.
Case 1: v(y)()2. Then v(y)v(x) = (. . . , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, . . .).
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Case 2: v(y)() = 1. Let  be the second smallest element in the support of v(y). Let
v(y) = (. . . , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0, ∗, ∗, ∗, . . .), where 1 is the th-component. Let q be a
rational number bigger than  and less than . Let xq be an element of P with value
(. . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0,−1, 0, . . .), where 1 is the th-component and−1 is the qth-component.
Note thatv(y)=(. . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0, ∗, ∗, ∗, . . .) > (. . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0,−1, 0, . . .)=v(xq).
So {xq |q is a rational number bigger than } is a generating set ofP .P is not a principal ideal
since there does not exist in P an element with the smallest value. In fact, all the idempotent
prime ideals P are also countably generated: Let P correspond to the set G+\H, where 
is one of the form (−∞, ). Let xn be an element with the value (. . . , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, . . .),
where 1 is the (− 1/n)th-component. It is easy to see that P is generated by the elements
{xn|n ∈ N}.
Proposition 8 settles the local case. For the global case we do not know the answer. Thus
we have the following question.
Question. For a Prüfer domain D and an idempotent prime ideal P of D, is PD[[X]] a
prime ideal?
Now we will try to answer the general case of the Main Theorem. First we will deal with
the one-dimensional Prüfer domain. The next result is basically in [2, Theorem 4.10]. Here
we give a short proof.
Proposition 9. Let D be a one-dimensional Prüfer domain. Then the following statements
are equivalent.
(1) Every prime ideal of D((X)) is formally extended from D.
(2) D is an SFT ring.
(3) D is a Dedekind domain.
Proof. The only implication that needs considerable explanation is (1) ⇒ (3). Assume
(1). We can show by Zorn’s Lemma that every nonzero ideal of D((X)) contains a nonzero
element ofD. Let f be inD[[X]]\(0) and let a be a nonzero element contained in fD((X))
and in D. Then ha = fg for some h in N and g in D[[X]]. Since D is formally Gaussian
[1], C(fg)=C(f )C(g). So aD=C(f )C(g) and hence C(f ) is invertible and hence C(f )
is ﬁnitely generated. Thus every countably generated ideal of D is ﬁnitely generated and
hence D is a Noetherian ring. 
Remark. For an almost Dedekind domain D, every nonzero prime ideal P is not idem-
potent. However by Proposition 9, P [[X]] need not have height 1 unless D is a Dedekind
domain. Thus there exists a nonzero prime ideal Q properly contained in P [[X]]. Moreover
there could be an inﬁnite chain of prime ideals between PD[[X]] and P [[X]]. Let P be a
non-SFT prime ideal of D. Then by [5, the proof of Theorem 1] or [8, Theorem 20] there
exists an inﬁnite chain of prime ideals containing a nonzero element of D and hence some
nonzero prime ideal M of D. In this case inﬁnitely many members in the chain should be
contained in M[[X]] since M is a maximal ideal of D. Thus there exists an inﬁnite chain
of prime ideals of D[[X]] that are not formally extended from D.
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Now we will prove the global case of the Main Theorem. To do this, we need a different
approach sincePD[[X]] need not be a prime ideal andwedo not knoweitherwhenPD[[X]]
is a prime ideal.
Lemma 10. LetV be a valuation domain with minimal prime ideal P and let a be an element
of P. If g, h ∈ V [[X]] are such that C(h)P and gh ∈ a2V [[X]], then g ∈ aV[[X]].
Proof. In the one-dimensional valuation domain VP , which is formally Gaussian [1], we
have C(g) = C(g)C(h) = C(gh) ⊆ a2VP = aaVP ⊆ aPP = aP ⊆ aV. Thus C(g) ⊆ aV
and so g ∈ aV[[X]]. 
Lemma 11. Let V be a valuation domain and a be an element of V. If g, h ∈ V [[X]] are
such that C(h) = 1 and gh ∈ a2V [[X]], then g ∈ aV[[X]].
Proof. We may assume that a is neither zero nor a unit. Let P be the prime ideal of V
minimal over (a), and letQ=∩∞i=1 (ai).ThenQ is the prime ideal just belowP , i.e.,P/Qhas
height 1 inV ′=V/Q. ByLemma10,g′ ∈ aV′[[X]] and sog ∈ aV[[X]]+Q[[X]]=aV [[X]].

Lemma 12. Let D be a Prüfer domain and I be a ﬁnitely generated ideal of D. If g, h ∈
D[[X]] are such that C(h) = 1 and gh ∈ I 2D[[X]], then g ∈ ID[[X]].
Proof. Let M be a maximal ideal of D. We have gh ∈ I 2DM [[X]] = a2DM [[X]] for
some element a ∈ I depending on M . Now by Lemma 11, g ∈ aDM [[X]] ⊆ IDM [[X]]
for each maximal ideal M . So g∈∩M∈Max(D) IDM [[X]] = ∩M∈Max(D) IM [[X]] =
(∩M∈Max(D)IM)[[X]] = I [[X]] = ID[[X]] since I is a ﬁnitely generated ideal of D. 
Lemma 13. Let D be a Prüfer domain and P an ideal of D. Let f ∈ D[[X]]\√PD[[x]].
Then PD[[X]] ∩ S = ∅, where S = {f n|n ∈ Z}N and N is the set of all power series with
unit content ideal.
Proof. Suppose f nh ∈ PD[[X]] for some n and h ∈ N . Then f nh ∈ ID[[X]] for some
ﬁnitely generated ideal I contained in P . By squaring this, we get f 2nh2 ∈ I 2D[[X]]. Note
that C(h2) = 1. By Lemma 12, f 2n ∈ ID[[X]] ⊆ PD[[X]] and hence f ∈ √PD[[X]], a
contradiction. 
Corollary 14. Let D be a Prüfer domain and P be an ideal of D. Then√
PD[[X]]N ∩ D[[X]] =
√
PD[[X]].
In other words,
√
PD((X)) ∩ D[[X]] = √PD[[X]].
Now we are ready for the global case of the Main Theorem.
Theorem 15. Let D be a Prüfer domain. If all the prime ideals of D((X)) are extended
from D, then D is SFT.
Proof. We will show that for each prime ideal P of D, P [[X]] = √PD[[X]]. Then [5,
Theorem 1] will imply that D is SFT. Suppose √PD[[X]] 	= P [[X]] for some ideal P and
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let f ∈ D[[X]]\√PD[[X]]. By Lemma 13, PD[[X]]∩S=∅. So there exists a prime ideal
Q of D[[X]] such that PD[[X]] ⊆ Q, Q∩S=∅, and f /∈Q. Then for some maximal ideal
M ofD, we havePD[[X]] ⊆ Q ⊆ M[[X]]. By the given assumption, we haveQ=P ′[[X]]
for some prime ideal P ′. Since Q ⊇ P , we have P ′ ⊇ P and hence Q ⊇ P [[X]], which is
however impossible since f ∈ P [[X]]. 
We give an interesting byproduct of the above approach. Recall that a ring R is an SFT
ring if and only if for each prime ideal P of R, P [[X]] = √PR[[X]] [5, Theorem 1]. For
a valuation domain, we can weaken the sufﬁcient condition to that P [[X]] is minimal over
PR[[X]].
Proposition 16. Let V be a valuation domain. Then V is SFT if and only if for each prime
ideal P of V , P [[X]] is minimal over PV[[X]].
Proof. Suppose P [[X]] is minimal over PV[[X]]. We will show that P [[X]] = √PV[[X]].
Suppose not and choose f ∈ P [[X]]\√PV[[X]]. Then we claim that PV[[X]] ∩ S = ∅,
where S = {f n|n ∈ Z} (V [[X]]\P [[X]]). Suppose f nh ∈ PV[[X]] for some n and h ∈
V [[X]]\P [[X]]. Then f nh ∈ aV[[X]] for some a in P . By squaring this, we get f 2nh2 ∈
a2V [[X]]. Note that C(h2)P . By the argument used in Lemma 11, f 2n ∈ aV[[X]] ⊆
PV[[X]] and hence f ∈ √PV[[X]], a contradiction. Thus PV[[X]] ∩ S = ∅. So there exists
a prime ideal Q of V [[X]] such that PV[[X]] ⊆ Q,Q ∩ S = ∅. Then Q ⊆ P [[X]] and
f /∈Q. Now we have PV[[X]] ⊆ Q ⊂ P [[X]], a contradiction. 
Proposition 17. Let D be a Prüfer domain. Then D is SFT if and only if D((X)) is SFT.
Proof. Suppose D is SFT. The prime ideals of D((X)) are of the form P((X)). Choose
a ﬁnitely generated ideal I ⊆ P such that P 2 ⊆ I [4, Proposition 3.1]. Then P [[X]]2 ⊆
P 2[[X]] ⊆ I [[X]]= ID[[X]]. So P [[X]] is SFT. Thus every prime ideal of D((X)) is SFT
and hence D((X)) is SFT. Conversely, suppose D((X)) is SFT. Let I be an ideal of D.
Choose a ﬁnitely generated ideal H ⊆ ID((X)) and a positive integer k such that for each
a ∈ ID((X)), we have ak ∈ H . Note that H ⊆ JD((X)) for some ﬁnitely generated ideal
J ⊆ I . It is straightforward to see that for each b ∈ I , we have bk ∈ J . 
Corollary 18. Let D be a Prüfer domain. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) D is SFT.
(2) D((X)) is SFT.
(3) All the prime ideals of D((X)) are formally extended from D.
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